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Hut bookings: 

Oct 5
th 

& 6
th

 Kent Uni (15) and RAF (10) 

Oct 20
th

 Members only (Annual Dinner) 

Nov 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 CPC (12) and Kent Uni (15) 

Wessex Cave Club Newsletter 

Volume 32: NL2 – August / September 2012 

 

INTRODUCTION:   Welcome to this Newsletter. Thanks to all tWelcome to this Newsletter. Thanks to all tWelcome to this Newsletter. Thanks to all tWelcome to this Newsletter. Thanks to all those who have provided material.hose who have provided material.hose who have provided material.hose who have provided material.    Our Club Our Club Our Club Our Club 
is an active and hard working so let’s publicise itis an active and hard working so let’s publicise itis an active and hard working so let’s publicise itis an active and hard working so let’s publicise it. 

    

NEWS 

 

Reservoir Hole: news was posted on the internet (4
th

 September) about the “"The Frozen Deep" the 

BIGGEST UNDERGROUND CHAMBER yet discovered underneath the Mendip Hills”. I’m sure we will all 

hear much more about this fantastic breakthrough in the coming months. Well done to the “Tuesday 

Diggers” (Martin Grass, Alison Moody, Peter Glanvill, Tony Boycott, Nigel Cox and Nick Chipchase). 

 

Upper Eastwater Farm was sold at auction on 17
th

 July. The property was sold with access rights to Sludge 

Pit and Nine Barrows Swallet.  Since then the farmhouse has been sold (subject to contract).  

CSCC is currently in negotiations with the landowner to set up an access agreement for the two caves. 

Part of this agreement will be the need to carry out certain works to provide a suitable access route to the 

caves. Until this work is complete the caves remain closed. Please stay away for now and be patient. 

 

A new gas tank has been installed. This also involved replacing the gas main. During installation and filling 

the new tank, the wall on the corner of the drive to Upper Pitts had to be taken down to allow the delivery 

lorry access.  Rebuilding the wall is complete, thanks to Beth Yates, who has also taught some members 

(helpers) the basics of dry stone walling.  To give the club more space and to allow access for large vehicles 

we have offered to buy part of the field adjacent to the drive. However, at present, the new owner does 

not want to sell. 

 

The new fire alarm system has been installed and commissioned in Upper Pitts.  

 

In the last few weeks CSCC have installed a new lock on Priddy Green Sink. This type of lock, which can be 

opened from inside without a key, is to be fitted to Longwood “soon”.   

Lambs Gruff near Shipham has had a CSCC lock fitted to the gate. 

 

YORKSHIRE WEEKEND 28
th

 and 29
th

 July 2012 (Keith Sanderson) 

 

Clive Westlake, with a small team, used both permits. On Saturday they used the new Death's Head 

connection to photograph the bottom of Lost Johns. The Sunday permit was our first for Shuttleworth Pot. 

 

Next permits available are for Penyghent Pot and Little Hull Pot on October 20
th

 & 21
st. 

Contact Keith 

Sanderson if you want further details. 

 

 

COMING UP 

 

Oct 13
th

 – Second Saturday Trip (Blue Pencil) 

Oct 20
th

 – AGM 

Oct 20
th

 – Annual Dinner 

Oct 20
th

 & 21
st

 - Yorkshire permits (Penyghent Pot and Little Hut Pot) 
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Coming Up 

October - Swildon’s hole – Blue Pencil 

November - Cuckoo Cleeves. 

December - Middle Earth 

TEA DRINKERS ON TOUR – BERGER 2012 (Kev Hilton) 

Well the Wessex Berger 2012 trip has been and gone and what a trip it has been!  There were 70 people 

out on site with 22 cavers reaching the bottom of the Berger. A further 22 cavers reached Camp 1 or 

beyond.  We were also able to support Mark Wright and Robbie Shone in finishing their last photographic 

trip in advance of their coffee table book on the Berger. It should be noted that many club members 

achieved or exceeded their own personal goals for the trip.  There are many stories to tell and pictures to 

show.  Watch out for an appearance of Captain Yellow; cocktails 

and disco at Camp 1; the real fire starters and clear evidence of 

who is always at the centre of any water fight on rope washing 

days….  

As always these trips don’t come together by chance and a great 

deal of work went on in the background to bring everything 

together.  I would like to take this opportunity to thank in 

particular Mark Wright for the provision of all the rope and metal 

work; Noel Cleave for an absolutely sterling job in setting up one 

of the best organized campsites that I think we have ever had; 

Jude Vanderplank for all her hard work collecting information and 

keeping track of the finances; Mark Helmore and Simon 

Richardson for all their input in organising, training and planning 

and Charlotte Hilton for all her help and support whilst I busied 

myself with the Berger.  Lastly a big thank you to everyone who 

came out and joined the trip making it such a success. 

Editor’s notes: A huge thank you to Kev Hilton for all the work he put into organising this trip. I’m sure Editor’s notes: A huge thank you to Kev Hilton for all the work he put into organising this trip. I’m sure Editor’s notes: A huge thank you to Kev Hilton for all the work he put into organising this trip. I’m sure Editor’s notes: A huge thank you to Kev Hilton for all the work he put into organising this trip. I’m sure 
he now needs a holiday! A future Journal is planned to highlight the storieshe now needs a holiday! A future Journal is planned to highlight the storieshe now needs a holiday! A future Journal is planned to highlight the storieshe now needs a holiday! A future Journal is planned to highlight the stories,,,,    photo’s photo’s photo’s photo’s and personal and personal and personal and personal 
experiences of those on the trip.experiences of those on the trip.experiences of those on the trip.experiences of those on the trip. T T T There’s to be a Silent Auction of the equipment at the Annual Dinner.here’s to be a Silent Auction of the equipment at the Annual Dinner.here’s to be a Silent Auction of the equipment at the Annual Dinner.here’s to be a Silent Auction of the equipment at the Annual Dinner.        

Wessex Berger Equipment Silent Auction (Kev Hilton) 

To prevent it from slowly rusting or rotting away in one of the stores at the hut, all the equipment bought for the 

Berger will be sold off by silent auction at the Wessex dinner on the 20
th

 October.  So, if you want to get your hands 

on some stoves, mess tins, Darren drums, krabs, tarps etc etc at bargain prices bring your pennies along to the 

dinner!  For those who are wondering … a silent auction is one where the bids are written onto a piece of paper next 

to the item running up at a set increment.  It will all become clear on the night! 

SECOND SATURDAY TRIPS 

 

So far this year we have had 8 very well attended Second Saturday trips (and one special first Saturday trip) 

January - Bath Swallet  and Rod’s Pot 

February - Eastwater “13 Pots”. Dolphin / Twin verticals exchange trip  

March - Honeymead Hole & Little Crapnell Swallet 

April - Hunter’s Hole 

May - Lionel’s Hole 

June - Swildon’s,  Black Hole 

July - Shute Shelf Cavern (12) 

August - Swildon’s Hole, 50
th

 Anniversary Short Round Trip 

(on the first Saturday) 

September - Shatter / Withyhill Caves 

Many thanks to Jude Vanderplank for arranging these trips. 

Please can attendees write a quick and simple trip 

report in the log-book in Upper Pitts. 

This goes for all trips, not just Second Saturday’s. 
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TRY CAVING WEEKEND 21
st

 & 22
nd

 April (Maxine Bateman) 

 

The Try Caving weekend was a huge success. We offered the chance of trying caving with the Wessex CC to 

both people new to caving and to existing cavers. The aim was to gain some new members as well as have 

a great weekend social event for the club. 

  

The “Try Cavers” arrived between Friday 

night and Saturday morning and were 

split into suitable groups. They were 

kitted out with kit kindly lent by members 

and their contacts. Groups had trips to 

Manor Farm, Goatchurch, GB and 

Eastwater as appropriate. 

  

On Saturday evening many more club 

members joined the group meal. A total 

of 55 people enjoyed the meal (and the 

beer barrel). 

  

Sunday saw more “Try Cavers” turn up for 

further trips in Swildon’s and Goatchurch.  

 

Many thanks to Maxine Bateman for all the arrangements and to members for lending kit, taking trips and 

making the evening such a success. 

  

CSCC Cavers Fair 21
st

 – 22
nd

 July (Claire Cohen) 

 

The weather was glorious for the Cavers Fair weekend. Fantastic evening 

sunshine on the 21
st

 gave ideal conditions for the chariot race. 

 

A good time was had by all although that smirk was quickly removed as the 

Wessex chariot charged through a 4ft high bramble bush!  

 
Ed: following the success of the Wessex team in this race, entries are Ed: following the success of the Wessex team in this race, entries are Ed: following the success of the Wessex team in this race, entries are Ed: following the success of the Wessex team in this race, entries are being being being being 
sought for the Priddy Soapbox Derby on 29sought for the Priddy Soapbox Derby on 29sought for the Priddy Soapbox Derby on 29sought for the Priddy Soapbox Derby on 29thththth September.  September.  September.  September. Entries must be Entries must be Entries must be Entries must be 
in by 22in by 22in by 22in by 22ndndndnd September.  September.  September.  September. Contact Les Williams for further details.Contact Les Williams for further details.Contact Les Williams for further details.Contact Les Williams for further details.    
 

 

RESCUE   

 

MCR (Mendip Cave Rescue) had a joint call out with Avon and Somerset Cliff Rescue on the 14
th

 August 

concerning a missing woman. The casualty was found after a two hour search. Alan George, from the joint 

rescue team, said: "One of the cave rescue team actually heard somebody - we managed to narrow it down 

and located her."   She was then air lifted to hospital for further checks. 

 

 MEMBERSHIP:   

Committee nominations closed on the 20
th

 September. 

The AGM and Annual Dinner are on 20
th

 October.   

Please note that the previous Newsletter was included in the AGM notices pack posted to members. This 

Newsletter is included with the AGM Handbook. 
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Short Round Trip 50
th

 Anniversary, 4
th

 August 2012 (John Cooper) 

 

The weekend started with Richard Carey and John Cooper doing a preparation trip on the Friday evening. 

This trip was to rig ladder and lifeline on the Twenty, ensure the Mud Sump was clear and bail all the 

Troubles to a reasonable level for the large numbers expected on the Saturday. In addition signs were put 

either side of the squeeze in Glistening Gallery (often mistakenly called Birthday Squeeze) and the proper 

Birthday Squeeze at the bottom end of Glistening Gallery (which is now a pool of water). This was achieved 

in a trip lasting 2¼ hours. 

 

Saturday 4
th

 August 2012, exactly 50 years since the opening of Birthday Squeeze to create the Short 

Round Trip, saw a large number of cavers assembled on Priddy Green for a grand photo shoot at 11.00am. 

Once this was accomplished some set off for the cave whilst others delayed their start to miss the rush.  

 

A party comprising Pete Buckley, John Cooper, Peter Glanvill, Alison Moody, Dave Turner (who was on the 

original breakthrough trip 50 years ago!) and John Walsh entered to do the Short Round trip anticlockwise 

accompanied as far as Sump 1 by Nigel Graham who elected to return up the streamway from that point. 

Some of the party had a struggle up through the choke into Vicarage Passage and an even more strenuous 

struggle up through Not Birthday Squeeze in Glistening Gallery.  

 

The group were overtaken at this point by Mad Fi’s team who were also taking the opportunity to do a 

reverse Short Round Trip. A steady amble followed, stopping to chat to the oncoming groups, to exit after 

a pleasant 3 hour trip. I can’t mention all the people met on our trip but it was pleasant to bump into some 

unusual, for Swildon’s, faces such as Trevor Hughes (his first Short Round Trip for 20 years).  

 

Many thanks to Alison Moody and Richard Carey for organising the T-shirts and to Mark Lumley for the 

artwork.  

 

 

 
 
Ed. Thanks to Ed. Thanks to Ed. Thanks to Ed. Thanks to RichardRichardRichardRichard Carey and John Co Carey and John Co Carey and John Co Carey and John Coooooper for theirper for theirper for theirper for their work on the Friday  work on the Friday  work on the Friday  work on the Friday –––– it made T it made T it made T it made The Troubles far he Troubles far he Troubles far he Troubles far 
less of an issue.less of an issue.less of an issue.less of an issue. Overall Overall Overall Overall 49 trips were logged 49 trips were logged 49 trips were logged 49 trips were logged on Saturday, so we just missed the magic 50 on Saturday, so we just missed the magic 50 on Saturday, so we just missed the magic 50 on Saturday, so we just missed the magic 50. However, 2 . However, 2 . However, 2 . However, 2 
people completed the SRT on Friday and at least 5 people completed the trip on Sunday. This makes a people completed the SRT on Friday and at least 5 people completed the trip on Sunday. This makes a people completed the SRT on Friday and at least 5 people completed the trip on Sunday. This makes a people completed the SRT on Friday and at least 5 people completed the trip on Sunday. This makes a 
very respectable 50 + SRT'very respectable 50 + SRT'very respectable 50 + SRT'very respectable 50 + SRT's for the Anniversary weekend s for the Anniversary weekend s for the Anniversary weekend s for the Anniversary weekend ---- pretty good going. pretty good going. pretty good going. pretty good going.    
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FROM THE LOGBOOK                                                                         Editor’s note: Please record your trip in the logbook at Upper Pitts. Editor’s note: Please record your trip in the logbook at Upper Pitts. Editor’s note: Please record your trip in the logbook at Upper Pitts. Editor’s note: Please record your trip in the logbook at Upper Pitts.     
 

Boreham Cave, Yorkshire. Rich Walker, Chris Grosart, Dave Ryall, Rich Hudson, Martin Groves, Claire 

Cohen. Having been closed for 20 years, English Nature – David Hodgson arranged access to this stunning 

cave. Rich and I went in front and filmed the gin clear sumps – the squeeze in S2 to a few attempts! 

Climbed the 20m wall into China Shop and photographed here and Tinkle Tubes. Then went for a wander 

up Falcon Pasaage, met by a huge waterfall and very atmospheric passage. Easy diving here despite lugging 

a large camera bag. Top trip! (Chris Grosart 16/06/12) 

 

St Cuthbert’s. Ali Moody, Pete Buckley and John Cooper. Descended Pulpit Pitch on ladder. Followed the 

stream down the tricky climb (handline) then dropped the rope off in Lower Mud Hall before returning to 

the stream. Down Waterchute into Lower Traverse Chamber. Looked at the wet crawl and took the dry 

Bypass. Looked at the other end of the wet crawl, dug it out and then went through – and back! Followed 

stream down and then turned off into Dining Room and Cerberus Hall. Poked about and then into Cerberus 

Series, through the U-tube (dry) and along the Rat Run. Detoured into Lake Chamber and then back to 

Everest Passage. Quick inspection of the Fingers before looking at Curtain Chamber and out via Wire 

Traverse. 3 hrs (John Cooper 30/06/12). 

 

Spider Hole. “A dig of two halves”. North side of the bottom shaft, constant waterfall. South Side dry, so 

two mixes of cement done and some much needed stabilisation done. (Adrian Vanderplank 14/07/12) 

 

 Singing River Mine. Naomi, Tav and Duncan checking description for Mendip underground. Went 

everywhere not underwater. (11/08/12) 

 

Swildon’s Hole, Sump1. John Cooper, Emma Gisborne and Jeremy Reeves.  Short Dry Way and Inclined 

Rift in. Barne’s Loop and Long Dry way out. 1 ½ hrs. (John Cooper. 16/08/12) 

 

Swildon’s Hole, Lower Terminus Dig. Ali Moody, John Cooper, John Walsh. Second session at this new 

dig site started 21
st

 July. There is a definite phreatic tube going in at this point, 0.75m in diameter. 

Unfortunately it is completely choked with soft mud, over a cobble layer, over a very hard clay layer. There 

is also some form of semichoked rift in the roof with a draught. At present digging is slightly downhill and 

very hard work. A good retaining wall for the spoil built at the base of Lower Terminus Chamber using 

polypropylene sack. (Ali Moody. 18/08/12) 

 

Swildon’s Hole, Priddy Green Sink. Had a wonderful trip down this wonderful place. O(h) how I love 

this place. It just is the best trip on Mendip. It ticks all the boxes in all the right places. Everytime. (Mad Fi 

18/08/12) 

 

Swildon’s Hole. John Newton and Lee Hawkswell. Photographic trip to top of 20’. In and out via Short 

Dry Way. Water much higher on exit. 1 ½ hrs (29/08/12) 

 

Swildon’s Hole.  Inspected the Oxbows from upper and lower entrances. Butcombe Chamber and 

general explore. Exit Long Dry Way. 1 ½ hrs. (John Gisborne, John Cooper, Emma Gisborne. 05/09/12). 

 

Reads Cavern. Ali Moody, Pete Hann, John Cooper, Pete Buckley. Trip to inspect Zed Alley squeeze. All 

but one didn’t make it through. Then completed the Offshoot - Junction Chamber - Water Chamber round 

trip. Offshoot route was very wet. Pete Hann got a wet ear and was moaning about wearing his second 

worst oversuit (not designed for wet caves).  (Ali Moody 01/09/12) 
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Breakthrough! Reservoir Hole 2012 – (Ali Moody) 
 

Every Tuesday, for the last 4 years, visitors driving half way down Cheddar Gorge may have witnessed the additional 

spectacle of a group of cavers changing by the road side before disappearing into a small entrance above the 

reservoir. Emerging several hours later, exits are sometimes staggered with diggers working at different sites. On 

one occasion Peter was found sitting in a chair drinking a cup of tea beside a camper van, in which he had taken 

advantage of the offer of a shower from a bemused tourist.  

 

Over the last 4 years the Tuesday Diggers have worked various locations in the cave. A passage at the upper end of 

Grand Gallery was excavated to an aven, the Silo. Completely filled with clatch and boulders, this dangerous self-

digging site (of the poke and run variety) eventually stabilised to a roof of large boulders at a height of 6m. 

 

In the lowest part of the cave, the aptly named, Potter’s Heaven was extended through a disgustingly muddy low 

wallow to a tiny chamber with a vertical rift that dropped to a small choked sump. This area completely floods in 

winter with the sump probably at the same level as the Cheddar Risings.  

 

Since last November efforts concentrated on the Topless Aven Dig. First dug by Willie Stanton, this site is a boulder 

filled rift with a strong draught. There was no sign of the left wall or roof and the only solid feature was the highly 

scalloped right-hand wall, indicating inward flow. A metre wide roof, undercut in places, provided some protection 

from the boulders above. Progress was often slow and there was virtually no stacking space in the choke. As the dig 

moved forward spoil had to be transported for a considerable distance. The boulders were closely packed and often 

cemented together with flowstone, but after a particularly difficult section, some 30m into the choke the fill 

suddenly became much looser and voids could be seen ahead. The draught increased and by the end of July it was 

possible to peer up into what appeared to be an open passage. Two further sessions of clearing and stabilisation 

were required before this could be entered and frustratingly most of the 25m extension led directly back over the 

excavated passage! The other end of Great Expectations, the source of the draught was blocked by large breakdown 

slabs and this was clearly the place to dig.  

 

Two weeks later the regulars, joined by Rob Harper, gained access to a low bedding passage. This decorated passage 

had a solid right-hand wall but there was still boulder run in on the left.  A minor blockage temporarily halted 

exploration. A short distance further on the passage suddenly and very unexpectedly opened out into a large rift 

chamber up to 25m high. The boulder floor sloped steeply up to the end of the chamber (now named Resurrection). 

Initially there appeared no way on but, after a very careful ascent to the top of the extremely unstable boulder pile 

an amazing sight was revealed. The passage ahead continued as an even larger rift with flowstone adorned walls and 

floor. This disappeared into the distance – definitely a WOW moment.   

 

The far side of the boulder pile dropped vertically for 10m and, with Peter and Tony away on holiday, it was decided 

to leave any further exploration for their return. On 4
th

 September Peter was given the dubious honour of being the 

first to descend this highly unstable pitch, which required a considerable amount of gardening on the way down. At 

the base he became highly excited and after joining him the reason was immediately obvious. Effectively we were in 

an enormous chamber, the first part, a rift superbly decorated with flowstone down a sheer wall. In places the rift 

soared up for nearly 30m and, over to the right, beyond three superb formations, including a 5m high column the 

chamber disappeared into blackness, extending westwards as an enormous bouldery void. Sections of the floor were 

adorned with pure white formations and we quickly realised that we were in the process of exploring the largest 

chamber found to date on Mendip.  

 

The survey has shown that The Frozen Deep is over 60m long (east to west) and about 40m wide (north to south), 

with a roof height of between 10-15m. Since the discovery, work has included stabilisation of the pitch and a route 

has been taped around the chamber to protect the formations and mud floors. A couple of promising dig sites have 

been identified and it is hoped to make further progress towards the final sump in Gough’s, which is located about 

100m to the west and about 50-60m deeper.  Reservoir Hole is closed for tourist trips during the winter months, but 

trips into the new extensions may be possible from next April. 

 

There is clearly more to find in the Cheddar catchment – keep digging.   Ali Moody   
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Reservoir Hole – The Frozen Deep   Photo by Peter Glanvill. Sketch survey by Ali Moody 

 

 

 
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Ali Moody near The Column in The Frozen Deep 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Send any content/ideas/requests by email to me, Send any content/ideas/requests by email to me, Send any content/ideas/requests by email to me, Send any content/ideas/requests by email to me, Pete Buckley, at , at , at , at newsletter@wessexnewsletter@wessexnewsletter@wessexnewsletter@wessex----cavecavecavecave----club.orgclub.orgclub.orgclub.org    
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Wessex Expedition to Middle Earth (aka 
Goatchurch Cavern) – Saturday 15 December 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our quest is to find the fabled golden rings that are rumoured by ancient legend to be hidden 
within the mysterious depths of this natural wonder. 
 
to enter the spirit of this special occasion, fancy dress is compulsory and any Tolkien character, 
including hobbits, wizards and elves are welcome.  
 
The trip will be made by candlelight, to avoid detection by the dark lord Sauron and his 
followers, who may be lurking in the shadows. (For conservation reasons please ensure that your 
candle is in a holder).  
 
Refreshments will be served in Middle Earth and a meal will be provided at Upper Pitts on 
Saturday evening. (Please bring your own drinks).     Cost: to cover refreshments and food.  £5.00 
 (children under 12) £3.50 
 
Time: please meet at Upper Pitts at 1pm or in Burrington Combe at the rock of Ages car park at 
2pm. 
 
For catering purposes it is essential that we know numbers and have payment as soon as possible 
please.  
The final closing date will be Sunday 9 December. 
 
If you wish to join in please contact: 

 
Ali Moody:  aadmoody@talk21.com  Tel. 01749 870278   Mob. 07833 147997 
or 
Jude Vanderplank:  jvvdp@btinternet.com   Mob. 07774 264400 

 


